Abstract. This article ~s a report on research m progress into the structure of fimte diagrams of mtuinomst~c proposmonal logic with the aid of automated reasoning systems for larger calculanons. A/ragment of a proposmonal logic is the set of formulae built up from a fimte number of proposinonal variables by means of a number of connectives of the logic, among which possibly non-standard ones like ~ or ~ which are stud~ed here. The dtagram of that fragment ~s the set of eqmvalence classes of its formulae parnally ordered by the derivability relation. N.G. de Brmjn's concept of exact model has been used to construct subdlagrams of the [p, q, A, ~, ~]-fragment.
Introduction
This article is a report on research in progress into the structure of diagrams of fragments of intuitionistic propositional logic IpL with the aid of automated reasoning systems for larger calculations. A fragment of a propositional logic is the set formulae built up from a finite number of propositional variables by means of a number of connectives of the logic. The diagram of that fragment is the set of the equivalence classes of its formulae partially ordered by the derivability relation. Another way of looking at it is as a free algebra on a finite number of generators. When, in the case of intuitionistic logic, one takes all connectives, the fragment becomes a free pseudoBoolean algebra [12] on a finite number of generators. It is well known that the free pseudo-Boolean algebra on even one generator is infinite; it is called the RiegerNishimura lattice [11, 16] . Diagrams without v are always finite, as was in essence first proved by Diego [8] . Besides the connectives used standardly~ fragments may contain more complex connectives; in the following, for example, fragments with ~ and ~-, are studied.
Before describing more precisely the content of the research a few historical remarks are in order. In 1963, D. de Jongh and H. Kamp developed programs for deciding derivability in IpL using Kripke semantics [10] and Beth's semantic tableaux [1J. These programs were too time-consuming to be of any real use in studying diagrams. L. Hendriks [9] picked up the study of diagrams with an Algol 68 program, and improved results were obtained by H. van Riemsdijk [18] with the aid of a Pascal program, using both Kripke semantics and Beth tableaux. The latter was able to construct diagrams of up to a hundred elements, which is not yet completely outside of the range of manual calculations. The amount of time and memory needed made it almost impossible to extend the technique to larger fragments. Larger models can be attacked with a method developed by N. G. de Bruijn. In 1975 he introduced the concept of an exact model for the study of diagrams in intuitionistic logic for fragments with implication, conjunction and negation [3] . He implemented his ideas in an Algol 60 program, describing a decision procedure for derivability in the fragment of three propositional variables with ~ and /x [4] .
In the present article, in Sections 2 and 3, de Bruijn's concept of exact model is developed in the more familiar context of Kripke models, and simplified. Exact models are immediately fit to obtain the diagrams of [ A, ~]-fragments. However, the 2-variable [A, --*]-diagram contains 18 elements and hence can be produced manually, whereas the 3-variable [ A, ~]-diagram already contains more than 6 x 1014 elements and cannot be completely produced by a computer program, so, although the structure of the 3-variable [A, --*]-diagram is clarified by its 61-point exact model, it is useful to study subdiagrams of it. De Bruijn [3] 
gave some ideas and results concerning the diagrams of [-*]-fragments and [/x, ~, --n ]-fragments within the diagrams of[ A, --,]-fragments. His ideas are transposed to Kripke models and extended to fragments with
and -m~. In Section 4, the theory developed is used to give algorithms to compute the exact models of several fragments contained in [p, q, A, ~, 7] and to construct the corresponding diagrams. Since even the smaller of these diagrams are relatively large (the smallest one, [p, q, ,--~, ~-n], has 169 elements) it is necessary to develop methods for obtaining a global overview of the diagrams. One method is to determine in what manner the intuitionistic diagram is a refinement of the diagram in classical logic for the same fragment. Algorithms to do the latter are described. The results obtained are given in Section 5. Section 6 sketches the plans for the continuation of the investigations.
It will be obvious from this introduction that we are heavily indebted to the mathematical work of N. G. de Bruijn. We thank Henk van Riemsdijk of the Mathematics and Computer Science Department of the Free University of Amsterdam for his contributions in exploring the algorithms and computer programs for computing diagrams, and also John Tromp of the Centre of Mathematics and Computer Science in Amsterdam who helped us by making the first programs using the exact models as a tool. Finally we thank Albert Visser of the Department of Philosophy of the University of Utrecht for suggesting Lemma 3.1.1 to us.
Preliminaries

FRAGMENTS
The language of intuitionistic propositional logic is defined as usual, starting with the propositional variables (atoms) p, q, r, p~ ..... and using the connectives A, v, and -7. Formulae of IpL are denoted by A, B, C, A~ .....
For an axiomatization of IpL, we refer the reader to Troelstra [17] .
A Equivalences between fragments are caused by the definability of some connectives in terms of others; besides the definitions for -1--7 and ~, we have
A A B-(A~--~B)*-~(A v B) A A B=-A~--~(A--*B)
A -~ B =-( A A B) *--~ B A --* B ==-A *--~ ( A v B)
In fragments containing ~, the presence of ~ is equivalent to that of _L, for ~ A -= A ~ • and _1_ = ~ (p ~ p). For technical reasons it is sometimes convenient to consider _L as primitive and --1 as defined. Finally, sometimes T is written for ~ _L. Table I , together with the corresponding numbers for classical logic and some known numbers for the three variable case.
PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS
Finite partially ordered sets will be used for the interpretation of formulae of IpL. It is easy to see that ~a"(X) and ~o'(X) are isomorphic and that ,~ou(X) is a topology on X with int as interior operation. So we have
The depth d(x) of an element of X is inductively defined by d(x) .= max{d(y)ly > x} + 1, where max(~) = -1.
It is obvious that x < v implies d(x) > d(y).
MODELS
A model X = (X, <<,, atom) of IpL is a p.o. set X together with a monotonic mapping atom which maps elements of X on sets of atoms of IpL. Forcing of formulae in X is defined as usual: This fact will be used later on, in 3.2.
Given a model X, we define the mapping val(A) := {x E XIx IF A} of formulae A of IpL on elements of fau(X). One straightforwardly verifies
If X is a model, then we call (~au(X), _~ ) the diagram of X (notation: diag(X)). By
soundness, we have if A -= B, then val(A) = val(B); if A F B, then val(A) ~_ val(B). (,)
We now consider the relation between the diagram of a fragment and the diagram of a model. Let F be a fragment and X be a model. By (,), we can consider ValF: diag(F) ~ diag(X) as a well-defined order-preserving mapping. We put
If diag(F) = diag(X), we call X an exact Kripke model of F.
EXACT MODELS
Not all finite fragments have an exact Kripke model. The diagram of a model is of the form ~"(X) and hence a (complete) lattice which is join-representable (i.e. every element is the supremum of the join-irreducible elements below it). There are fragments, however, whose diagram is not a join-representable lattice. Consider e.g. the diagrams of [p, q, --*] and [p, q, *--,] described in 2.1" neither of them is a lattice. On the other hand, any fragment F with standard connectives (con(F)~_ A, V, --*, ~ }) the diagram of which is join-representable lattice obviously has an exact Kripke model: the p.o. set of join-irreducible elements with the valuation as defined in 2.3. However, fragments with non-standard connectives may have as a diagram a join-representable lattice not generated by a Kripke model of this kind. This motivates our definition of an exact model of a fragment F as a p.o. set X such that the diagram of X and the diagram of F are isomorphic. Note that, in case of an exact Kripke model, the valuation val is the isomorphism between diag(X) and diag(F).
Ifdiag(F) is finite and ~ A, v } _c con(F), the diag(F) will be a lattice, with /x and v acting as meet and join. In that case diag(F) is a finite distributive lattice and as such join-representable, so the fragment Fhas an exact model: e.g. [p, q, A, v, -q~] has an exact model (which is not an exact Kripke model).
Also, if diag(F) is finite, { A, ~ _c con(F) and v r con(F), then Fhas an exact model, for diag(F) is an implicative (semi-)lattice [2] , which in the finite case can be shown to be a distributive lattice.
In the sequel we focus on two kinds of fragments, viz. 
Construction of Exact Models
(ii) Let A he a formula without -7. Then, for all x e X:
Proof. 
(
Pro@ (i) By the monotonicity of atom, we already have atom(x) c_ 0 {atom(y) I y > x}, so assume atom(x) = () {atom(y) l Y > x} for some non-maximal x. Let A be a formula ofFwith ValF(A) = {YlY > x}. By 3.1.1(i), we have x 9 {YlY > x}, so contradiction. This proves (3) .
(ii) Assume that F does not contain --1, and let B be a formula of F with vale(B) = ~. If there is an x e X with atom(x) = atom(F), then (by 3.1.l(ii)) x e vale(B). Contradiction, so this x does not exist. 9
Remark. (4) is a consequence of(3) without the restriction to non-maximal x (reading atom(F) for 0~). In the sequel, q = q, is an arbitrary element of newatom(x): the particular choice ofq will be irrelevant, since it will only be used in contexts where Anewatom(x) holds, and it is easy to see that Anewatom(x) implies q +-+ q' for all q, q' 9 newatom(x).
We now simultaneously define ~b, and r with induction over d( So we have diag(F) ~_ diag(Xr), and it remains to show that vale. is injective in order to conclude that XF is an exact model of F. This comes down to demonstrating that XF is complete w.r.t. F, which is a consequence of the completeness of IpL for finite models mentioned in 2.3 and the following lemma. (ii) By Lemma 3.1.1(i) (iii) By Lemma 3.1.1(ii). 9
LEMMA. Let X be a finite model. (i)
Define
LEMMA. X~ is complete w.r.t, formulae ofF.
Proof. Assume ~A, where A is a formula of F. Then there is a finite model X with X I~ A. By Lemma 3.2.2, we have ((X*)')" I~ t A, and one easily verifies that ((X*)')" is a submodel of X~, so X, I~ A. Now we may conclude:
THEOREM. X, is the exact model ofF = [p~ ..... p,,, A, --*].
EXACT MODELS FOR [A, --*, 7]
We now take 7 into consideration and do the same as in 3. As an example, the model X, for F' = [p, q, A, ~, --7] is given in Figure 6 . The numbers at the nodes are for later use (Section 4). Its diagram has 2134 points [3] . The exact model of[p, q, r, A, ~, 7] has 6423 points, of which 6386 in level 0; the size of its diagram still awaits computation (it is greater than 10~~ diag(F') _~ diag(X~ ) is shown using the following lemma, with ~b, and ~9, defined by REMARK. This definition ofq~ and if, follows directly from the one in 3.2 if we add _l_ to the atoms ofF', with Vx ~ X(_L ~ atom(x)): observe that _L e newatom(x) iffx is maximal. We shall use this to reduce the proof of the next lemma to that of 3.2.1.
We work this out for the model in Figure 6 , giving ~ (modulo logical equivalence) for some of the points; the other ~s and ~bs can be obtained easily from these. First two abbreviations. (ii) yl~y ~< x.
Proof. As for 3. 
Algorithms 4 1. COMPUTATION OF A DIAGRAM USING AN EXACT MODEL
If F is a fragment and E is its exact model, then E can be used in the computation of the diagram of any fragment contained in F. An algorithm to perform this computation is MakeD~agram.
The algorithm consists of two steps, an initial step corresponding to the valuation for the atoms in the fragment, and an iteration step systematically constructing the formula classes in the diagram of the fragment and the open (i.e. upward closed) sets associated to them.
In the construction a heap of Elements is used, each Element being a pair consisting of a formula (representing a formula class) and a subset of E. The heap will simply be called Heap and will be equipped with two pointers called HeapTop and HeapPo~nter. In the initial step Heap is loaded with the atomic formulae of the fragment and the subsets of E associated with each of them. He apPo inter is set to the bottom of the Heap and HeapTop will point to the top of the Heap. For all In the algorithms for these functions we assume some kind of implementation of set intersection, union and complement to be available. With the integer representation of sets in many programming languages these can be implemented with Or, And and
Not.
The function I nt e r i o r uses the partial ordering of the exact model E. The body of its algorithm is in fact a kind of representation of this ordering. As an example we will look at the exact model of [p, q, A, --*, 7] as it is given in Figure 6 [ll]6x x:=x U {e [2] ,e [3] [12]Ex x:= x<) {e [3] ,e [4] ,e [5] [13]Ex x:=x U {e [7] ,e [8] ,e [9] [14]Ex x:= x<) {e [9] ,e[10]} Note that we used the closure operation to obtain the interior of the complemented set. The reason for this is that to construct the interior directly eleven tests would be needed instead of the five used above, and almost invariably more tests are needed to construct the interior directly than the closure; this is a consequence of the fact that many more formulas are almost intuitionistically valid then are (almost) intuitionistically contradictory. The membership test a E b could be implemented as b = [a I u b. In case sets are interpreted as integers, a set of elements (and hence also the union of a singleton and a set) is a simple 0r-application to the corresponding integers. 
EMBEDDING CLASSICAL DIAGRAMS INTO THE INTUITIONISTIC ONES
Diagrams tend to be large in intuitionistic logic, and hence one likes to find ways to get some global overview of the diagram. One way of doing this is by partitioning the set of formula classes by collecting those equivalence classes together which contain classically equivalent formulae. We shall call such a set of equivalence classes which are classically equivalent a component. In classical propositional logic all formulae are equivalent to a formula in the [ A, ~]-fragment. We assume such a representation to be given for the classical fragment contained in the intuitionistic one we want to partition.
The algorithm ClassiealPartition will take the Heap constructed in MakeDiagram together with a formula, ClassForm, as its input and make a new heap of Elements, Component, of all formula classes in the diagram of the fragment equivalent with ClassForrn in classical logic (together with the subsets associated to them in the exact model). We use the subset ClassSet of E associated with ClassForm to test for classical equivalence, using the well-known fact that a formula A is a tautology of classical logic iff~-n A is a theorem of intuitionistic logic. 
(An element
Elementa is said to contain an Elementb if ~,lementa'Set is included in Elementb. Set.) After this sorting, the elements within a level can be ordered according to their relationships with elements above or below. Using these ordering, a neater picture of the diagram may be constructed. The levels and the ordering within each level can be used as co-ordinates in drawing the elements of the diagram after which the elements are joined by lines indicating the partial ordering (see Figures 1, 2) . The structure of larger diagrams may, however, sometimes be clarified better, when one applies the above procedure to some subdiagrams and then shifts these subdiagrams around till the pattern, which is a kind of diagram too, becomes clearer (see Figure 7 ).
THE CONSTRUCTION OF EXACT MODELS
The construction of exact models for intuitionistic fragments [Pl ..... Pn, ix, ~, 7] is outlined in the algorithm MakeModel below. Each element x in the model will be a pair <A, B> with A a subset of [ p~ ..... p, } and B the set of predecessors of x. In its initial step the algorithm introduces elements with no predecessors for all subsets of [p, .....
p,]. In the iteration step of the algorithm independent subsets F of elements constructed (i.e. no element in the subset is a predecessor of any other) give rise to new elements if the intersection of their subsets C _~ {p, ..... Phi is nonempty. For every proper subset of C a new element will be introduced, having the elements of F and their predecessors as its predecessors. An algorithm for exact models of fragments not containing negation is outlined from MakeModel by omitting. from the initial step, the element corresponding to { p, ..... p, } itself.
In the algorithm we use a heap of Elements, each consisting of a subset of the alphabet [p, ..... p, } and a subset of the set of elements (pointers). The heap will be called Heap again and HeapPointer and HeapTop will function as before. At the start of the iteration step HeapPointer will be set to the bottom of the Heap. Heap[i]'Prop will denote the subset of propositional variables of the ith element in the heap, and Heap[i]-Pred will denote the set of predecessors of the ith element. The Boolean function Independent checks whether the union of an element x and an independent set A is an independent set; the procedure AddSubse t adds elements for these sets. In these MakeModel algorithms it is assumed that the AddHeap procedure will not add an element twice, i.e. the element <A, B> will not be added if <A, B> is already present in the heap.
Results
Using a program implementing the MakeDiagram algorithm, the diagrams of a number of fragments contained in [p, q, ^, --,, -n] were constructed. The number of equivalence classes obtained in each of these fragments was (afterwards) proved correct 'manually', also by means of the theory developed in Section 3. The results are summarized in Table I . The diagram of the [p, q, ~--~, -q~]-fragment is shown in Figure 7 .
The classical partitioning of the fragments is shown in Table II . A number of features are remarkable and warrant further theoretical study. Among them are the following. The components corresponding to p and p ~ q (and symmetrically, to q and q ~ p) turn out to be isomorphic in all fragments in which both are non-empty. 
Plans for the Continuation of the Investigations
(1) Using the 61-point exact model for the [p, q, r, /x, -~]-fragment for computations of subdiagrams just as above the 15-point exact model for the [p, q, A, 7, -,]-fragment has been used.
(2) Using the construction of the 6423-point exact model for the [p, q, r, A, 7, -*]-fragment that we have executed in the meantime to obtain some of its (very large) subdiagrams.
(3) More careful study of the diagrams of the fragments obtained above to get a better theoretical understanding of their structure, perhaps with more general applications to intuitionistic logic.
(4) Generalizing the concept of exact model to the (finite) fragments containing v but not ~ and studying these fragments.
(5) Considering fragments in which the use of implication is restricted by a bound on the allowed nesting to the left [14] . (7) Studying the validity of the interpolation property for the different fragments. In [15] it has been shown for all the fragments here, except the ones containing ~-~ (without ~) and the ones with -a~, that the interpolation theorem holds. For the remaining fragments known methods fail. From the diagrams obtained, some good candidate formulae for a counterexample to the interpolation property might be found, or otherwise it may become clear that 'small' counterexamples do not exist. In fact, from the diagrams with two propositional variables it has already be checked that for none of the above fragments a counterexample A(p, q) F-B(q, r) exists; so a study of the fragments with three variables is indicated.
(8) Automatic drawing of diagrams.
